Mass, Energy, Space, and Time Systemic Unified Theory-MEST
DAYONG CAO, Avoid Earth Extinction Association — Massenergy and spacetime build up a balance system of flat universe; massenergy equals negative spacetime. Like mass attract, opposite mass repel; like energy repel, opposite energy attract; like space attract, opposite space repel; like time repel, opposite time attract. In the balance macrosystem: $http://meetings.aps.org/link/BAPS.2014.MAR.Y33.9$
In the balance microsystem: $E + E'\psi = mc^2 + m'\psi c^2 = 0$. $http://meetings.aps.org/link/BAPS.2011.MAR.K1.68$
There is a unified balance between macro-micro system. In cold area of CMB, the dark massenergy, the spacetime particle which has spacetime center, causes an expanding of period-wavelength of light and redshift which equals negative gravitational redshift of massenergy particle; in hot area, the dark massenergy causes more redshift of light. The sun and dark hole are a balance system-SDS which triggered periodic mass extinctions and created new life on our earth. The quantum orbits both of planets and dark comets of dark hole decided the period. Consciousness remotely change output voltages of solar cell and a balance between Electrons and electron holes which is a negative balance of SDS. By the nuclear energy of spacetime, consciousness should change the orbit of the balance of SDS for avoiding impaction.
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